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Bridge to a Reflective Orchestra – 10/18/16
Genesis
In November 2015, Stanford Thompson, Founder and Executive Director of Play On Philly sat down with Howard
Herring, President and CEO of the New World Symphony. Aware that American professional orchestras are not
addressing diversity and inclusion to their detriment, they began to explore options for changing the situation. After
many years of programs, fellowships, millions of dollars spent and countless hours of effort, only 1.8% of the nation’s
orchestras’ musicians are black and 2.5% are Hispanic. By contrast, the nation is growing increasingly diverse: in fact, in
many parts of the United States, the term “minority” for populations of color is now statistically incorrect. It stands to
reason that diversity on stage and on boards/administration will increase the ability to reach more communities, will
expand and diversify their audiences, will potentially provide access to new funding.
In March 2016, NWS Executive Vice President and Provost John Kieser and the Musician Advancement team convened a
group of students, administrators and professionals from around the country to discuss solutions. At the League of
American Orchestras conference in June, a half-day working session was held that addressed five areas affecting
inclusion in American orchestras. On September 21 and 22, 2016, the Knight Foundation and New World Symphony
convened a meeting of musicians, administrators from best practices of programs, schools of music, orchestras and precollege music educators. The purpose was to design a national instrumentalist mentoring and audition training initiative
that was inspired by the LAO conference sessions on diversity.
At all these meetings, the issues raised could be grouped under the issue of cultural equity. Americans for the Arts
describes cultural equity as embodying the values, policies, and practices that ensure that all people—including but not
limited to those who have been historically underrepresented based on race/ethnicity, age, ability, sexual orientation,
gender, socioeconomic status, geography, citizenship status, or religion—are represented in the development of arts
policy; the support of artists; the nurturing of accessible, thriving venues for expression; and the fair distribution of
programmatic, financial, and informational resources. Their “Statement on Cultural Equity” of May 23, 2016 stated,
“Cultural equity is critical to the long-term viability of the arts sector.”
It became clear at these convening that a solution needed to include two parallel paths. The first is teaching and
mentoring the student and training and mentoring the young professional with the goal is to widen the pathway for
musicians of color so they can be successful in the field. In essence, building a bridge consisting of phases from prestudent to professional and establishing piers to support the span of the bridge. The second is overcoming inherent and
sometimes unconscious racism in orchestras with the goal of creating a level playing field for all musicians. This paper
will address both paths outlining potential concepts for discussion. And it is also a call to action – how can your
organizations be one of the piers and what can you contribute?
Concepts
Shea Scruggs, an advocate and participant in all three of the above convening, created a matrix that divided the early life
(or the bridge span) of a musician into five pivotal points or phases and each phase into five attributes. This matrix is
appended and provides the detail and context to the concepts outlined below. It is clear that all institutions involved
with the bridge and the pillars that support the span need to work as a networked consortium. The journey across the
span from one institution to another is critical in widening the path for talented musicians of color (TMC).
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The Pre-Student and Early Student – Phase 1 and Pillar 1 – Entry and Early Years
The first pillar is the entry point - In-School and After-School programs, El Sistema programs and community music
schools – that provide exposure for the TMC to classical music and get them started. From these programs, a certain
number of musicians will be identified or self-identify for the step into Phase 1. Phase 1 calls for the teaching and
mentoring of the TMC by senior students or Fellows at the local conservatory or school of music. Part of the design
would be hand-offs to other students to ensure there was no gap when the teacher/mentor graduated. A potential
partner would be Big Brothers/Big Sisters. The BB/BS organization would provide the mechanisms, training and
monitoring of the teacher/mentor and student relationship. This would be a win-win situation as the senior student or
Fellow would benefit from the experience of teaching and mentoring and the TMC would benefit from the training.
Essential in the above scenario is the support of the TMC’s family and mentors will be encouraged to interact with the
families where possible to provide an example of music as a viable career choice. Any issue associated with working
with minors will need to be addressed and lessons need to occur in appropriate venues. Students will have access to
peer support and mentoring groups such as NWS Connect. The senior student/Fellows’ sense of commitment will also
have a direct effect on this scenario and must be carefully monitored.
High School/Pre-College Student – Phase 2 and Pillars 2 and 3
A pillar made up of the District/State Ensembles, private junior youth ensembles that these musicians can join to further
their experiences, supports this part of the span. During this phase, there is a continuation of the program of Phase 1
with an addition of guidance for post high school and summer opportunities. During the junior year, the Senior
Students/Fellows will act as advocates and references for the TMC at Conservatories/Schools of Music and will train the
students for auditions. Every effort will be made to have a faculty member at a target Conservatory/School of Music
teach the TMC to further chances for acceptance. The institutions of the senior students/Fellows will be encouraged to
create a side-by-side experience for all TMC in the program to give them the experience of playing with a senior
ensemble.
As the TMC starts making their choice for post high school the need for continued communication and open dialogue
with the family of the student by the senior student/Fellow is critical. All other aspects of Phase 1 still apply and in
addition, instrument acquisition will become a priority. The institution of the senior student/Fellow can play a role in
helping the TMC create an online campaign or a more traditional form of fundraising.
The third pillar/support of the bridge span helps the TMC prepare for college/conservatory via private teaching
(potentially with faculty from the target institution, summer music camps, local advanced ensemble programs such as
ASO’s Talent Development Program, Nashville Symphony’s Accelerando Program and Project STEP).
College/Conservatory – Phase 3
The Posse Foundation provides a model for this phase. Their three goals are: to expand the pool from which top
colleges and universities can recruit outstanding young leaders from diverse backgrounds; to help these institutions
build more interactive campus environments so that they can be more welcoming for people from all backgrounds; and
to ensure that Posse Scholars persist in their academic studies and graduate so they can take on leadership positions in
the workforce. On campus, freshmen are paired with seniors who act as mentors. Each mentor meets weekly with the
Posse as a team (usually 10 students) and with each Scholar individually every two weeks during the first two years in
college. They have been successful in reducing the drop-out rate and increasing the quality of life on campus for these
students. Higher education institutions that already participate in this program include Bard, Northwestern and Oberlin.
This plan calls proposes a collaboration with this organization in similar manner of the BB/BS relationship in Phases 1
and 2. In the absence of such collaboration, the alternative would be to identify mentors in either the college or the
symphony orchestra of the area. This would be made less daunting if the all institutions work as a networked
consortium
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Pre-Professional – Phase 4 and Pillar 4
The fourth pillar consists of various programs such as the New World Symphony, Summer Music Festivals (Tanglewood,
Aspen), Manhattan School of Music Orchestral Training Program, Sphinx Connect, Chicago Civic Orchestra, Project
Inclusion,
Creation of intensive audition training sessions. A few schools of Music (e.g. Manhattan School of Music and The New
World Symphony) have developed a comprehensive audition preparation system. The training and mentoring students
receive from faculty and staff plays a key role in the successful pursuit of jobs. The sessions will use the expertise of
these institutions to work with a group of talented musicians of color who are on the verge to becoming professional
musicians. The process will begin with recruitment from a variety of sources of approximately 35 musicians, who will
come together to form a chamber orchestra at several locations for periods of intensive audition training. Each session
would combine audition training with learning ensemble skills. The goal would be for three such periods, each three
weeks long, during the academic season and located one each in Miami, Philadelphia and Detroit. Following the
sessions, relations that had developed with faculty/mentors would continue and advance the work one-on-one with the
participants.
Elements of the Audition training sessions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audition training seminars: violins, low strings, and winds and brass with expert faculty.
Screened mock auditions with comment and immediate follow up with a coach to work on those comments.
Seminars, panel talks, and Q&A related to auditions with visiting faculty/mentors.
Global Audition training program – connection with faculty in other cities and countries via the Internet.
Students organize and stage their own mock auditions with feedback from their colleagues.
Visiting faculty/mentors provide lessons and coaching throughout the session and attend all ensemble
rehearsals to provide insight along with the conductor.
Lessons/coaching (in person or over the Internet) with key orchestra members of the institution that is holding
the auditions
Wellness training – performance psychology, yoga, Alexander technique, Feldenkrais, and meditation.
Financial support on a need basis for tutoring, travel and accommodation for auditions.

As to the audition process itself, there is a need to keep these completely blind right through to the finals. During the
convening of September 2016, there was compelling evidence that those orchestras that have completely blind
auditions seem to award more positions to musicians of color. It was recognized that each orchestra has control over
their audition process and to change that aspect would require intense lobbying. The first place to start that lobbying
will be with the American Federation of Musicians and then extend to individual orchestras. This task will be made
easier with the strategy for the third path as outlined below.
Young Professional – Phase 5
This is potentially the most difficulty part of creating the reflective orchestra. At each convening, musicians shared their
stories of the racial obstacles they had to overcome as students and young professionals. These were in addition to
inherent feelings that they needed to be better in every way than their white counterparts. A mistake would count
against them far greater than if a white musician had made that same mistake. Obstacles ranged from access to
opportunities/socioeconomic situations to outright sabotage.
A solution revolved around a refined version of mentorship – identify a mentor/ombudsman in the orchestra where the
audition winner is pursuing tenure. These mentors would be alumni of the institutions where the musician had studied
during college and it would be the responsibility of these Schools of Music to make that connection. The
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mentor/ombudsman would not have to be a player of the same instrument. Her/his role would be to advise the
musician on the politics and culture of the organization, design an on boarding program based on a template designed
by members of the consortium. The mentor/ombudsman would also run interference for the musician in matters that
could be affected by racial bias – from the treatment by stage door security to the scheduling of critical tenure meetings
with the Music Director to connecting with the community at large.
Outcomes
How many institutions of each type would come on board initially? at 3 years? at year 10? How many musicians would
be served/in the pipeline initially? at 3 years? at year 10? How many auditionees/finalists/winners/tenured at 3 and 10
year marks?
Governance
It is imperative that no one organization imbed this project into their organization. The need for impartiality is crucial.
The creation of a not-for-profit organization with a Board that is representative of the consortium members would have
the independence and the credibility to be effective. The mission would be built around creating pathways for talented
musicians of color from student to tenured professional.
Funding
The support would be primarily from foundations, individuals and in-kind contributions from the consortium members.
Budget
Rough estimates put the operating costs of the consortium around $1M per year.
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Entry and Early Years
Psychological &
Behavioral
Preparation
To mentally prepare
musicians of color to
navigate obstacles that
disproportionately
affect them

Technical Training
To ensure mastery of
the fundamental
building blocks of
professional
musicianship

Logistical &
Financial
To support families
and the high costs of
pursuing a career as a
professional classical
musician

Organizational
To promote equity in,
ensure alignment of
and provide support to
the organizations the
musicians of color seek
to participate in

Talent
Identification&
Opportunity
Identifying, evaluating
and recruiting
musicians of color

High School/Pre-College

Challenge: Are there psychological
components (as opposed to
socioeconomic) affecting
participation in classical music at this
phase?

Challenge: Ineffective/Unintentionally
negative Guidance Counselors. Do
musicians have access to pre-college
advising that empowers rather than
dissuades them?

Resource: Inspiration/Role Models;
Encouragement from parents,
primary instrument teachers,
ensemble directors, school
administrators.
Challenge: Can students outside of
Sistema-inspired programs be
systematically reached or would this
coaching be limited to Sistema
participants?

Resource: Campus Visits; Scholarships;
Financial Aid Consultations; Application
Consultants; Summer Music Camps

Resource: Lessons and fundamentals
early on; Summer Camps and PreCollege
Challenge: Do we have good data on
what it costs to provide musical
training from Middle School through
High School?
Resource: What funds exist to help
with instrument purchases? Lessons?
Is there buy-in from parents?
Challenge: Given that these programs
are the beginning of the pipeline, how
can we support them most
effectively?
Resource: Sistema programs; Public,
private, charter schools

Challenge: How can this be done
efficiently? What liability hurdles exist
for bringing together High School
students?
Resource: Audition preparation;
Summer Camps and Pre-College
programs (Encore String Camp; Curtis
Summerfest, Ithaca Summer Music
Academy)
Challenge: Could Admissions teams
from various schools come together and
audition students of color at the same
time?
Resource: Audition stipends; Audition by
Consortium
Challenge: Do college/conservatories
view as viable recruitment prospects
from an enrollment/financial aid
perspective? Does tuition discounting
disincentivize recruitment of these
applicants?
Resource: Admissions officers;
Administrators

Challenge: How do you market
to/communicate with this
population? How big is it? 100k-300k
students?

Challenge: How can we reach all of
these students? Could a special college
fair be organized to make recruitment
more efficient?

Resource: Sistema programs; AllState, All-County music programs;
State Music Educator Associations;
Magnet Schools

Resource: College Fairs; High School
music rosters; Sistema Programs; Sphinx
Competition; NASM & ICCAM, etc.

College/Conservatory
Challenge: Retention – Can programs
like Posse be re-purposed to our
context? Do young musicians have the
social/organizational vocabulary
needed to identify the challenges they
face?
Resource: Early access to career
planning; Summer Music Festivals

Challenge: Can we get buy-in from all
stakeholders at the institutional level
(faculty, staff, administration)
Resource: professional audition
preparation; Summer Music Festivals

Challenge: How can resources
complement instead of replacing those
provided by college/conservatory?
Resource: Instrument support; travel
resources

Pre-Professional
Challenge: Will mentors
themselves have the
wherewithal to offer holistic
mentorship?
Resource: Mentor matching;
placement in Fellowships;
graduate programs

Challenge: Is there new
ground to cover here or are
existing resources/practices
enough?
Resource: Intensive audition
preparation; 1-on-1 sessions;
mock auditions, etc.

Challenge: How much does it
cost to take an audition? How
many on auditions on
average does it take?
Resource: Travel, lodging,
instrument, resume support

Challenge: Will shared governance and
tuition discounting make it difficult for
institutions to be responsive to
musicians of color?

Challenge: Does the audition
and recruitment process
undermine diversity and
inclusion efforts?

Resource: Mentors; Faculty and
Administrative advisors

Resource: Music Directors;
League of American
Orchestra; Orchestra
managers, staff, Boards;
Orchestra committees/CBAs

Challenges: Retention is a challenge;
How do we identify when a student is
struggling? Can we intervene and
support on a time horizon that is
meaningful to the student?
Resource: Faculty, Administrators;
Academic advising resources
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Challenge: Recruitment
practices are minimal
industry wide—applicants
come to them. Can diverse
candidates be proactively
sought?
Resource: League;
College/Conservatory;
Individual orchestras

Young Professional
Challenge: How do we ensure
that musicians get the right
coaching, at the right time,
properly calibrated to their
unique professional situation?
Resource: Mentors; fellow
musicians; Music Directors;
Executive Directors; Personnel
managers; sports psychologists
Challenge: How will the learning
curve of weekly performances
be acclimated? Are there skills
that can be developed earlier in
Pipeline?
Resource: Mentors continue
professional development;
fellow musicians providing
frequent and specific feedback
Challenge: What, if any,
additional costs or logistical
support do hired musicians of
color face?
Resource: Mentors; fellow
musicians; Music Directors;
sports psychologists
Challenge: Are the review
processes transparent enough?
What proactive retention
programs exist? Many
orchestras lack a Human
Resources manager. Has
unconscious bias been discussed
at the organizational level?
Resource: Music Directors,
Boards, Orchestra
Committee/CBAs
Challenge: How can we ensure
that musicians who come
through the pipeline continue to
help nourish it?
Resource: Musicians of Color
become mentors themselves

TITLE: Executive Luncheon (private, by invitation only)
DATE: Saturday, Feb. 3, 2018 | 12:30-2pm ET
LOCATION: SphinxConnect Conference: (Marriott Detroit; 400 Renaissance Center,
Detroit, MI 48243)
TOPIC: Diversity + inclusion and undergraduate admissions to music
schools/conservatories
-ATTENDEES:
Larry Bomback, Curtis Institute of Music
Aaron Dworkin, Sphinx Organization
Afa Dworkin, Sphinx Organization
Andre Dowell, Sphinx Organization
Joyce Griggs, Cleveland Institute of Music
Paul Hogle, Cleveland Institute of Music
Andrea Kalyn, Oberlin Conservatory
Peter Kjome, Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
Margaret Lioi, Chamber Music America
Thomas Novak, New England Conservatory
Anne Parsons, Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Melody Racine, University of Michigan, School of Music, Theatre, & Dance
Jamal Rossi, Eastman School of Music
Gail Samuel, Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra
Alexander Scheirle, Orpheus
Alan Valentine, Nashville Symphony Orchestra
Paul Bryan, Curtis Institute of Music
Cassidy Fitzpatrick, New World Symphony
Jesse Rosen, League of American Orchestras
Bruce McClung, University of Cincinnati, College-Conservatory of Music
Ahmad Mayes, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Karen Zorn, Longy School of Music
Marshall Marcus, Sistema Europe
Thomas Mesa, Cellist, Sphinx Artist/Alumnus
Francisco Villa, Cellist, Sphinx Artist/Alumnus
Jacqueline Jove, Violinist, Sphinx Organization
Johnnia Stigall, Sphinx Organization
Stephanee Strasburg, Sphinx Organization
SESSION GOALS: By end of luncheon, identify best practices surrounding
undergraduate admissions, and ideas of how Sphinx/SphinxConnect can help moving
forward
SESSION INTRODUCTION: Participants shared who they are, their affiliations, and
respective roles, as well as why they chose to participate in this executive session
focused on DEI within music education institutions/artist development pipeline. The
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participants included representatives from music schools and orchestras across the
country as well as Sphinx alumni artists and staff that spoke to their experiences going
through music school/conservatory track and the challenges/successes they have had
along the way.
Common themes as to why this session with its attendees/representatives is important:
• Why wouldn’t I be here—we as educators need to seize the moment—and
gather/talk collectively
• SphinxConnect...never missed a year/come every year---get new ideas;
SphinxConnect has informed equity work
• Keen to learn and better partner
• Want to be a supportive partner; 2) Want to be a better educator; 3) Want to be
able to recruit more diverse/representative students
• SphinxConnect conference is energizing
• Lack of DEI...is an urgent problem and existential challenge---want to be at the
forefront of finding a solution—gathering of great minds---informal conference
• Looking to create spaces for conversations on all levels—starting to see some
progress—brought 9 conservatory students to SphinxConnect and their minds
have been blown—they are in dialogue with people.
• As institutions/leaders committed to DEI...looking to bring both success and
failures to the conversation in order to learn and advance DEI in our respective
institutions
• From music educator perspective/coming from experience/training---the issue of
access to quality education—how do we build that into the pipeline/resources for
the conservatory track
• Orchestras are at the table of this conversation (related to DEI in music schools)
because no major change happens in bubbles or silos---it is important to learn
from different institutions in the field---share ideas—need to work together---this
is an opportunity to bring ideas to empower schools
INSTITUTION PRACTICES/CHALLENGES/SUCCESSES:
• Focus energy with faculty that are committed to advancing
diversity/equity/inclusion (DEI)/Institutional goals. Start small and grow support
among faculty---getting faculty to “buy-in” to this work/initiative—also it’s a part of
the hiring/selection process
• As leaders/decision makers (especially those that are the head of organizations
that have the power to “set the agenda”) we have the power of the bully pulpit
within our organizations. Find allies among staff/board/leadership to
inform/change policy—It’s not about changing standards—It’s about using
likeminded faculty/allies to recruit, mentor, and encourage/create an
environment/culture that is conducive to diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) and
where DEI is valued and can thrive.
• Be intentional with DEI/policy etc... but also be open to and look for opportunities
to support DEI when it arises within institutions. I.e. Sphinx and Cleveland
Institute of Music partnership: Sphinx Performance Academy (SPA) a summer
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

program for Black and Latinx classical string musicians ages 12-17 is held at
CIMàParents of SPA students attend final recitalàprovide
information/orientation about CIM and the auditions processàparents going to
CIM for their child’s auditions...look for and be intentional about opportunities to
create/support pipeline.
DEI support at the policy level is also needed to help make DEI within institutions
sustainable; Managing individuals without policy---beyond the individuals who
advance DEI/make DEI a priority is not sustainable long-term—especially if
leadership changes/changes value placed on DEI. Or it is a matter of continually
developing allies/individuals who support DEI and continually building/supporting
that environment and grooming advocates/allies/leaders of DEI working within
the institutions.
Don’t want to institutionalize policy—rather want to institutionalize practice---b/c it
is not one size fits all with DEI policy
The word “policy” when it comes to DEI scares people/institutions; maybe there
is a different way of going about it but still achieve results---involve stakeholders--what does success look like---what steps need to be taken---and get consensus
with adoption and practice---not policy rather have DEI be more outcomes based
Policy can be a problem in hiring---be careful on policies of hiring---Focus---on
process vs. policy---to achieve goal
Get financial resources ear-marked for DEI focused scholarships; go to individual
music school donors and say—we need more scholarships in order to provide
more opportunities to diverse/underrepresented music students—create
undergrad scholarships for those that want to see and are invested in DEI
We have to keep meritocracy—and standards of excellence—but we should also
challenge the prohibitive tradition of “excellence”...i.e. what it means to be
excellent/have excellence....Excellence doesn’t just mean or include musicians
that are great technical/skillful musicians...it also can mean and should include
musicians who can engage audiences...etc. There are musicians who are
technically great/excellent musicians (by that definition of excellence) who come
up the traditional way/route through the conservatory path and they are great but
don’t engage audiences---we need to find which kind of players are engaging
audiences and bring/include that kind of excellence
How can leadership bring this to audition committees?---If a dean or leader of a
school dictated to audition committee—it would most likely not go over well---or
should audition criteria change? Some of it’s a numbers game---but it’s really
culture the issue at hand---if policy reflects culture or vice versa---that hurdle is
removed; have committees---think about what they value/what their personal
criteria/values are as it relates to DEI
Also need to look at...Who is the student?---what are their gifts?---how do they
want to develop their voice?---not just where do they stack up--- looking at
students with fresh different perspective---start with small group of faculty
committed and then build from there—at one institution they give those DEI
committed faculty more scholarship $$ to direct
Also a significant problem or hurdle....Most/a lot of the underrepresented/diverse
students we look to recruit... don’t’ know there are opportunities---to attend great
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schools like CIM etc---With high school students how are we recruiting and
developing them/assist and preparing? With Cassidy Fitzpatrick at New
World...most of these students that are in her community limit their thinking to
university Miami—in terms of music schools/options---opportunities are greater
than that...but they are unaware/don’t know the paths and existing
programs/resources open to them.
ARTIST PERSPECTIVES/SUGGESTIONS:
For students studying music in elementary/middle/high school that are talented,
committed, and potentially look to pursue music/conservatory track but live in
underresourced communities and/or live in areas (rural, etc.) far away from top music
schools/conservatories/cultural institutions—they are often unaware of the summer
programs, conservatory track programs, resources/teachers, etc. that lead to study at
conservatories and/or careers in the classical music field.
There is a significant gap with information/marketing and recruitment... where
conservatories/music schools are not reaching the diverse populations they want to
reach and be a part of their institution.
This is backed up by the experiences of:
• Thomas Mesa (Cellist, Sphinx Alumni Artist): Thomas Mesa grew up in Miami—
he didn’t hear about schools until he went to Walnut Hill---"when you are around
people who have known all along---or have built in community---being not from
musical family---I felt it was necessary to be a part/become a part of this
community—peer group at walnut hill.” And Thomas only learned about Walnut
Hill “as a fluke” his teacher handed him a flyer that came in the mail.
• Francisco Villa (Cellist, Sphinx Alumni Artist): Francisco also started in Miami--he taught himself—and didn’t have a studio/teacher until first of college---he
watched videos and imitating sounds. His only formal/structured instrumental
training was via public school music program. He ended up being recruited by
teacher at Stetson University and spent 2 years there, developed technical skills,
and then decided he needed to be around peers /excellence---and needed to be
pushed/challenged and have access to better teachers, He heard Yo-yo Ma at
Tanglewood and toured Boston---and determined he wanted to study at
Boston/NEC---but if he hadn’t gone to the Yo-yo Ma concert he is not sure he
would have ended up on the conservatory track and ended up with a
sperformance career.
• Jacqueline Jove (Concert Violinist, Sphinx Director of Education): Jacqueline
also believes that schools/conservatories that want diversity within their
institutions need to be recruiting/marketing and supporting/developing diverse
talent way earlier within the pipeline. Jacqueline randomly received a flyer to
Interlochen—this changed her course and put her on the conservatory track.
Conservatories do not have to lower standards....these students (as evidenced
by Jove, Villa, Mesa, etc.) can succeed....the issue is not lowering “standards”,
the issue is removing barriers....and intentional efforts to increase access.
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•
•

Ahmad Mayes, Cincinnati Symphony: The values/priorities are different in urban
music programs---standards are still high---but he didn’t hear about top schools
until he was in youth orchestra TDP.
All four artists’ experience have common thing—their study/participation at the
conservatory level didn’t result from intentional recruitment or set
path/resources...rather it was often one or a series of random happenstances
that informed them of the possibilities of what is out there.

How Do Institutions Need to Respond?:
Moderator: Aaron Dworkin: One question: most people here are in leadership positions
and/or decision making roles----diversity and inclusion is not what/where we want it to
be—many people in the room have power to make decisions and change---what are the
obstacles/where are the challenges in advancing DEI in conservatories/music schools?
Chamber Music America: Music schools/education is not their area/field but at CMA
they have faced similar problems with diversifying their grantee pool---one challenge is-- having a diverse pool of potential grantees know about the CMA grant opportunities--CMA is asking the question how are we marketing and to whom are we marketing?--and how to be precise/specific in sending the right info to right person/target constituent.
If you want to reach a certain population---have to do research and have better/moretailored marketing/communication efforts and follow-up...this is needed but it is also
labor intensive.
Music School/Conservatory Representative Feedback:
• Money is a big issue---many of the diverse students that we want to reach do not
have the money and resources to study/prepare and be on the conservatory
track, let alone have the money and resources for tuition/expenses.
• Better, more, targeted/intentional, marketing and recruitment is needed—going
where the diverse targeted students are---recruitment, mobile/visiting auditions
• Earmarked money by both funders and institutions for scholarships targeting
diverse/underrepresented students is needed
What is Urgent/What is Needed?:
• How do we as institutions get together to fix the issue of lack of exposure and
ineffective means/pipeline for recruitment and getting information/resources to
targeted under-resourced/under-represented pre-conservatory students)
o “Inclusive excellence”---built in mentoring problem---how do we create the
pipeline
o Stakeholders and communication—who do we need to be in touch with to
build relationships?---how are we going to communicate with students
without access? How do we build support for these efforts within our
institutions/board members (teach/train board members on critical
importance of DEI)
o Utlize young people’s knowledge, energy, and abilty---if you can show
what success looks like...and what the path looks like...young people will
do the work. With examples from UK/Chineke and Sistema Europe---there
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is already the new/next generations going to top schools—from their
experience/exposure to their mentors/the generation before.
o We need to get to them younger---but also opposite side---not just getting
them but giving them a path to success within the institution--infrastructure
in higher ed (support services/networks/mentors)
o Recruitment; Marketing; Pipeline programs—all need to be intentional and
culturally competent with diverse students and any barriers they face in
mind.
o Besides getting to students....we need to get to parents/families....they are
key/critical decisions makers. Support for parents on how to
manage/navigate the conservatory track/pipeline...what resources/support
are available for them and their child. We need to give parents guidance.
BEST PRACTICES & IDEAS FOR SPHINX AND THE FIELD:
What Can We Do To Lead/Start?
• Earlier more targeted marketing/recruitment of students
• Support and information for parents navigating/exploring the
pipeline/conservatory track
• Financial support: earmarking money for scholarships; targeted
marketing/recruitment; mobile auditions; etc.
• Establish unified guidelines or standardized audition process/timeline for music
schools; Have preliminary auditions at SphinxConnect for Sphinx student
alumni/attendees and conservatory/music school partners/participants
• Establish pre-auditions (a year in advance of actual auditions for
conservatories/music schools)—to get them into the system/network/pipeline
• Sphinx can universally share what it takes to succeed and win; create the
roadmap/path to success;
• Sphinx Artists can do target outreach to serve as
mentors/ambassadors/examples of the path to success---i.e. do outreach and
serve as ambassadors/liaisons between young aspiring student musicians and
conservatories as part of the Sphinx Virtuosi tour; Sphinx artist residencies; etc.
• Mobile auditions in target communities---schools and conservatories go to target
communities for (pre-auditions; auditions; etc.)
• Develop relationships/partnerships with public school districts—what can we do
there? Can Sphinx play a role? Conservatories to partner/develop local
collaborations/relationships with public school systems
• Create online product/resource to expand reach---use technology
• Create a parent tool kit; with roadmap and network of resources
• Create a unified place online—passport—all conservatories deadlines and
requirements---an accessible database
• Need to include the following/missing people in the conversation:
students/faculty---everyone in the room—How can we share
events/opportunities? How can we create an open and ongoing dialogue?
Continue the conversation---and bring faculty and staff.
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THEMES:
• In order to get diverse students in music school/conservatories—conservatory
recruitment, support, prep programming, etc must be happening way earlier with
diverse target communities
• Targeted/intentional recruitment and information sharing is needed to reach
diverse target student groups
• Resources (financial, network, information) need to targeted and more
actively/intentionally shared with diverse students AND their parents---to get
them on the path/pipeline towards conservatory and to make them aware of the
resources available to them
• Also prepare for/ensure success for the non-traditional/underrepresented/diverse
students within conservatories once they get their....not just a matter of getting
into conservatory also a matter of ensuring success/good experiences once in
conservatory
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Youth Music Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) Pre-College Pipeline Conference Call
Thursday, December 6, 2018
12:00-1:00pm
In Attendance:
Walter Bitner, Nashville Symphony
Rebecca Bogers, New England Conservatory
Angelica Cortez, Los Angeles Philharmonic
Karen Cueva, Carnegie Hall
Netanel Draiblate, Annapolis Symphony Orchestra
Carol Dunevant, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Helen Eaton, Settlement Music School
Charlie Grode, Merit School of Music
Fiona Harvey, Association of British Orchestras
Corinne Horvath, Richmond Symphony
Denise Kinney, Musicopia and Dancing Classrooms Philly
Susan Lape, Chicago Youth Symphony Orchestras
Patrick Nugent, Annapolis Symphony Orchestra
Jerrod Price, Cleveland Institute of Music
Jessica Schmidt, Orchestrate Inclusion
Stanford Thompson, Play On Philly
Christine Witmer, New England Conservatory
Abigayl Venman, The Sphinx Organization
Najib Wong, Settlement Music School

M I N U T E S
1. Walter Bitner opened the meeting and welcomed the group.
2. Call Overview and Goal – Stanford Thompson
a. The goal of the conversation today is about explaining and answering questions
concerning the briefing paper and describe the existing collaborative opportunities
for programs working with pre-college musicians of color. This will not be a
discussion about the details of forming an association, rather a chance to talk about
the mechanism of a national collaborative and gauge the level of interest in creating
an association/continuing together.
b. Stanford Thompson bio: Stanford is a product of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
Talent Development Program which was established 25 years ago with the specific
mission of preparing talented Black and LatinX for admission into the country's top
music schools and conservatories. He studied trumpet at The Curtis Institute of
Music, performed professionally and went on to establish an El Sistema-inspired
program in 2010 that serves almost 500 students on a daily basis, employs 25
Teaching Artists and a professional staff of 12 full-time people. He is a founding
member of the Philadelphia Music Alliance for Youth and formally
consulted/advised the Boston BEAM and Chicago Musical Pathways initiatives that
recently was awarded over $6M of funding from the Mellon Foundation. He serves
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as the Dean of the new Sphinx LEAD (leadership) program and was the Founding
Board Chairman of El Sistema USA.
3. Briefing Paper Overview (Briefing Paper attached here) – Stanford Thompson
a. It is common for organizations to realize that if they work together there might be
opportunities as a collective that they can not experience alone, i.e. mutual learning,
mutual advocacy, mutual garnering of funds, mutual development and growth.
b. This is already happening in cities like Philadelphia, Chicago and Boston and
between cities like Nashville and Atlanta.
c. The briefing paper outlines the opportunities for us to gather and gain national
attention, funding, expertise, and shared learning by coming together and details how
the association will speak on behalf of everyone. The association would be governed
and led by policies set by participating organizations themselves.
4. Bridge Concept Overview (Updated Bridge Concept attached here) – Stanford Thompson
a. In collaboration with the New World Symphony, Stan worked with colleagues Shea
Scruggs and Weston Sprott to map out the journey any musician takes from the
moment they play their first notes to earning tenure in a professional American
orchestra. Instead of a pipeline, they envisioned an eight-lane bridge that travels over
the pathway forged by musicians of color in order to accommodate the traffic our
organizations are creating. The Briefing Paper and the Bridge Concept complement
each other.
b. The journey is separated into five phases: 1) Entry and Early Years, 2) High School
and Pre-College, 3) College/Conservatory, 4) Pre-Professional, and 5) Young
Professional.
c. For each phase on the bridge, there are five needs that must be in alignment to help
propel the musician to the next phase (in no order of priority):
i. Psychological and Behavioral Preparation - to mentally prepare musicians of
color to navigate obstacles that disproportionately affect them
ii. Technical Training - to ensure mastery of the fundamental building blocks of
professional musicianship
iii. Logistical and Financial - family support and high costs
iv. Organizational - Is equity and alignment present in the organizations the
musician of color seek to inhabit?
v. Talent Identification and Opportunities - identifying, evaluating and
recruiting musicians of color
5. Briefing Paper Review
a. Ten shared goals are point of departure for conversation:
i. Improve the caliber and impact of services delivered by the constituent
members.
ii. Improve opportunities for member funding and growth.
iii. Create a vehicle for shared advocacy in public or private arena.
iv. Save costs through creation of economies of scale.
v. Promote shared standards of operational performance.
vi. Expand public awareness and branding.
vii. Create opportunities for shared learning and evaluation.
viii. Create efficient organizational vehicles for shared action.
ix. Effectively and efficiently mediate differences.
x. Create platforms for engagement of differing kinds of constituent members.
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b. Basic building blocks of associations - Stan noted that we are not yet certain that we
need to create another collective. If yes, there would be a period of six months to
draft and vet components such as guiding principles, membership, mission, name,
rules of governance. Building blocks:
i. Membership
ii. Leadership
iii. Administration
iv. Governance
c. Steps to ensure that as many ideas as possible are considered while creating an
organization profile:
i. Sharing information
ii. Conduct a drafting meeting over two days
iii. Have people committed by the end of the meeting
iv. This process will take a tremendous amount of work and collaboration. The
Philadelphia collective is already seeing wonderful results.
d. Comments/Questions
i. Patrick Nugent: Question - Is there a reason not do this under the umbrella
of The League? Answer – A new non-profit may not need to be created. It
would be great if a partner presented itself that everyone can agree on.
ii. Denise Kinney: Comment – In Musicopia’s experience, combining
organizational efficiencies gives a huge boost to sustainability. Response –
Agreed. Though a collective does not necessarily mean “cost savings.” We
would need to be smart about decision-making.
iii. Rebecca Bogers: Comment – We could not be doing this work in Boston
now without the help of Philadelphia. We need to be sure that we do not
duplicate work. Together we can move forward much faster.
6. Next Steps
a. The most time intensive part of this process will be attaining buy-in and clarity.
b. There will be a series of conference calls for this next work. Today’s call is not about
details.
c. Minutes will be distributed.
d. After the series of conference calls, an in-person meeting will be scheduled to create
guiding documents to help put the collective into motion, i.e. implementation plan,
infrastructure. This will take place early summer, late fall.
e. There is a major national funder interested in seeing what we produce with a possible
gift between $500K - $2M.
f. We will also need to consider how conservatories need to support this effort.
g. Rebecca Bogers: Question – Would it be helpful for us to create and circulate a list
of questions and concerns that we should be responding to? Response – Stan
agrees. The January call and the Sphinx Conference will also be opportunities to
further discuss questions/concerns. Stan will create a Google doc and circulate on
the Air Table platform.
h. Fiona Harvey: Question – Is it better to keep this effort as a network as opposed to a
formal organization? Response - We will add this to the list of questions. Stan
commented that either way, he is certain we will continue the informal relationship
and sharing that has been happening for years.
i. We will create an additional document to store answers/decisions to the
questions/concerns. We will be working to create a clear pathway forward.
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j.

Walter Bitner: FYI - The Nashville Symphony’s computer network has been
compromised by hackers, therefore new, intensive security has been put in place.
Many of Walter’s emails are going to spam. If he does not respond to an email in a
reasonable amount of time please follow-up with him.
k. Walter Bitner: Comment – We want to be sure that the collective allows the
members to continue to pursue their own agendas. How do we maintain the
integrity of a network but still include all and allow voices to be heard? Response –
Perhaps having core and auxiliary members is a way to accomplish this balance.
l. Charlie Grode: Comment – Let’s go through the process and the process will play
itself out. Let’s not be dissuaded by the daunting nature of the work.
Next Conference Call: January 10, 2019
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National Pre-College Pipeline Programs Network
Suggestions for Action - CONFIDENTIAL DRAFT
Prepared by Stanford Thompson – September 2018

Case for Founding
When a significant number of individual organizations believe that they can create added
value by working together to achieve shared goals, they often form into a special kind of
coalition known as a Business League (aka “Professional” or “Trade” Association). Such
professional organizations are typically organized to promote one or more of the
following shared goals:
1. Improve the caliber and impact of services delivered by the constituent members;
2. Improve opportunities for member funding and growth;
3. Create a vehicle for shared advocacy in public or private arenas;
4. Save costs through creation of economies of scale;
5. Promote shared standards of operational performance;
6. Expand public awareness and branding;
7. Create opportunities for shared learning and evaluation;
8. Create efficient organizational vehicles for shared action;
9. Effectively and efficiently mediate differences;
10. Create platforms for engagement of differing kinds of constituent members.
If such a coalition were formed by a group of music education and presenting
organizations (hereafter referred to as the National Pre-College Pipeline Programs
Network), examples of the goals outlined above might include:
1. Improve the caliber and impact of services delivered by the constituent members;
a. Shared libraries of curriculum and activities;
b. Shared training programs on cultural competency and strategic guidance
on creating new diversity and inclusion initiatives;
2. Improve opportunities for member funding and growth;
a. Joint applications to large national funders (such as Mellon and Ford
Foundations) that would not normally fund smaller entities;
b. Creation of a “start-up” fund which could help with the incubation costs of
new initiatives;
c. Evaluating the local landscape for most logical and potentially fertile
locations for new programs;
d. Evaluate requests by communities for strategic expertise relative to startup and potential partnership opportunities;
3. Create a vehicle for shared advocacy in public or private arenas;
a. Shared advocacy for new policies (at the music camp and collegiate
levels) that will foster musicians of color interests;
b. Create a unified voice advocating for new sources of philanthropic
funding;
4. Save costs through creation of economies of scale;
a. Musicians participating in multiple initiatives across the country (for
example, summer camps);
b. Organizations leveraging their human and financial resources reserved for
Page 1 of 6
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similar activities;
c. Joint purchasing of instruments, consulting and evaluation services;
d. Shared use of common data software platforms;
5. Promote shared standards of operational performance;
a. Establishment of voluntary standards of operation that can be verified and
lead to expanded funding and support (a so-called “certification process”);
b. Promulgation of “best practices” that lead to improved outcomes
6. Expand public awareness and branding;
a. Template website, brochure, and grant development;
b. Shared public awareness campaigns;
c. Shared publication of communication tools;
d. Social networking campaigns.
7. Create opportunities for shared learning and evaluation;
a. Shared elements for data collection and outcomes measurement;
b. Joint collaboration with major researchers interested in evaluation;
c. Libraries of references and data on program efficacy that can be used for
local grant applications;
d. Support of professional conferences designed to promote organizational
growth and learning;
8. Create efficient organizational vehicles for shared action;
a. Fostering development of specific national collaborations and shared
advocacy across the field;
b. Development of local and regional learning structures for organizations
and communities interested in improving diversity;
c. Creating links between programs across different phases of “The Bridge”
9. Effectively and efficiently mediate differences;
a. Creating an organized and effective way to bring together organizations of
different origin, location, target communities, funding sources, size,
activities, into shared action
10. Create platform for engagement of differing kinds of constituent members.
a. Creating an opportunity for shared engagement of youth music
organizations, along with universities/conservatories, post-graduate
training institutions, professional orchestras, current professional
musicians who support diversity and inclusion, supporters of all of the
above.

Basic Building Blocks of Associations
Professional associations are created by their core members. A group of likely core
members comes together to propose a draft set of guiding principles which are then
shared with a much larger group of potential members. Over time, these guiding
principles evolve into organizational structures such as the charter, articles of
incorporation, and bylaws and guiding principles will evolve into vision, mission, and
value statements that allow the new association to be formed and positioned to acquire
tax exempt status if not incubated in an existing organization.
Page 2 of 6
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Membership
In order to assure that an association is developed in the most powerful and democratic
way, core membership should be defined in a manner that engages the largest number of
members possible who possess enough shared characteristics to permit them to operate in
a reasonably unified way. In other words, if the membership criteria are defined too
narrowly, there will be too few members to accrue significant benefits through
association; if the criteria are defined too loosely, the membership will not be able to
come to consensus on priorities and actions.
Membership is typically defined as at least “core” and “auxiliary”. In other words, the
association would have at its core, the organizations that are doing comparable work (i.e.
mentoring and training musicians) and would be largely owned and governed by these
organizations. The core organizations would grant membership rights to the “auxiliary”
organizations in a manner that most facilitated their shared work, (for example,
organizations might have shared rights to participate and vote on committees designing
and implementing performance related activities, but might not have the right to vote on
who could/or could not be the next president of the board; friends of the coalition might
have the right to attend conferences and get mailings, but not have voting rights). In this
manner, “classes” of members are typically defined and each class of members has a
logical set of membership rights granted to them by the core.
Leadership
The association is owned by all its members and under the rules outlined in the bylaws,
the membership typically elects a Board of Directors (or Steering Committee) that is at
least majority-comprised of representative core member organizations. The association
may decide to allow non-core members on the board as well and the number and nature
of these additional board members are also specified by the by-laws. So, for example, it is
not uncommon to allow the Executive Director of the association (the association’s paid
administrative leader) to have a voting seat on the Board; it is not uncommon to have
specific institutional partners named as having the right to appoint a representative to the
board. However, at least majority control is maintained by core members.
Administration
Associations are usually developed by volunteers (most commonly core members) who
then hire, as soon as possible, paid staff. One of the traditional roles of the board is to
hire, supervise, and routinely evaluate an Executive Director, who then hires additional
staff and operates the association in conformance with board wishes and approved
budget.
Governance
The Board (or steering committee), usually working in committees, will then set about
the on-going work of serving the membership by establishing strategic priorities such as
those outlined at the beginning of this brief, overseeing and participating in the execution
of these strategies, ensuring that the association is delivering the mission outlined in its
Page 3 of 6
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Articles of Incorporation, and that it is financially sound and meeting all financial
requirements of the IRS and all funding bodies.
The board members themselves are usually elected by vote of the entire membership and
board leaders are elected by the board or the membership, depending on the bylaws.

Initial Steps for Interested Parties

The following will outline a possible series we could take to begin development of the
association. However, before discussing tactics, it is important to note a few principles
that are usually helpful in such an endeavor.
Guiding Principles
First, the goal should be to create a “big tent”, meaning the type of core membership
previously described that is as large and inclusive as possible, while being limited to
agencies that can reasonably be assumed to have fairly aligned work and goals. Concerns
about inclusion of organizations that do not share the same core work, or inclusion of
individual/non-organizational members, can be readily addressed by broadening the “big
tent” with further levels of membership designed for additional interested parties.
In order to develop the “big tent”, care should be taken to use development terms that are
inclusive. Neutral terms standing as proxy for the name of the association, for example,
are recommended during the development process so that issues regarding who is/is not
within the tent can be prescribed by group process and not biased ahead of that process.1
The development process itself should be open and inclusive. Individual organizations
are not likely to join a membership organization perceived to have been developed by a
cabal or small group of perceived “insiders”. In a membership organization, all members
are owners and insiders and therefore must be included (as much as feasible) in all stages
of the development process. Therefore, strategy for association development, planning
meetings and their minutes, development documents- in short, all steps of the
organization process, should be kept completely transparent and open to input.
There should be no preconceived notions or commitments by anyone in the planning
process about any individual or organization’s future role in the association. Such notions
or commitments completely negate the power of the association itself and engender
distrust in its development. All parties must come to the development table willing to
accept the final decisions of the membership regarding the future leadership and
membership of the organization. Therefore, no agent in the development process should
be surfaced as a putative board officer, board member, executive director, or membership
organization; no partner organization may be promised any particular role in the future
organization until the membership as a whole agrees.

1

For example, some potential organizations might initially rule themselves out of participation if certain
terms were used before the group as a whole could decide the membership it was seeking.
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Possible Initial Development Steps
There are many completely legitimate paths to development of a coalition, however most
organizations of this nature begin with a group of interested parties sharing similar core
membership qualities coming together to share their interest in the potential formation of
a coalition. This group, ideally, would represent some of the variability inherent in
potential core members’ business models, constituencies, ownership structures,
geography. Usually this type of development group is fewer than twenty volunteers and
its primary goal is to:
1. Bring about a future convening (physical, telephonic, or digital) of as many of the
potential core members as possible;
a. Assure the convening is well-represented by diverse organizations;
b. Assure that the convening is openly advertised, transparent, and inclusive.
2. Develop for the convening, a “Point of Departure” document, outlining:
a. The desires of the group to create a coalition,
b. The reasons for the development of the coalition,
c. A proposed process for moving beyond the convening to actually develop
such a coalition;
d. The basic principles of operation under which the successor steps will be
conducted (e.g. nature of communications and oversight between future
developers and the larger group).
During the convening, reactions are obtained to all the points above and approval is
solicited to move ahead.2 Convening members should indicate their future willingness to
participate in/support the development of the Coalition. The larger group should decide
any and all principle parties who will act on behalf of the larger group; it should not be
presumed that the initial development group will become the second-stage “Coalition
Development Group”.
Then, after the convening, the newly endorsed “Coalition Development Group” should
move on to develop guiding principle documents that would include definitions of
proposed membership, auxiliary membership, board structure, key elements of
governance, and organization management. All these guiding documents would be
circulated to the larger membership for input and approval until they could be finalized as
the By-laws.
Most of this development work is done on a voluntary basis by the “Coalition
Development Group” and other volunteers. Sometimes the work is partially funded by
small philanthropic contributions or contributions by future members.
Once founding documents are approved, members then officially join the Coalition,
board elections are held and officers named as specified in the by-laws and all official
2

Such convenings are typically facilitated by an able and objective party who can make sure that
deliverables are assured and conversations are inclusive.
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incorporation papers are filed. Among the early next steps for the new board is
development of funding requests to obtain seed capital for staff.
Summary
Although these steps may seem extensive and onerous, it is important to remember that
professional coalitions, leagues, networks, associations, are developed all the time.
Almost all business sectors (both non-profit and for-profit) and recognized professions
have gone through the process of developing them and the reason for this is because they
create significant value for members. There are almost 73,000 associations in the US
today (National Center for Charitable Statistics 2011) and there is no doubt that the
opportunity for the youth musicians of color we serve (and hope to serve!) would be
greatly enhanced by our increase of clout, funding, support, community awareness,
outcomes, and impact.
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Pre-College Pipeline Programs Network Meeting Conference Call
Thursday January 10, 2019
12:00-1:00pm
In Attendance:
Walter Bitner, Nashville Symphony
Angelica Cortez, Los Angeles Philharmonic
Karen Cueva, Carnegie Hall
Carol Dunevant, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Helen Eaton, Settlement Music School
Cassidy Fitzpatrick, New World Symphony
Aimee Halbruner, Richmond Symphony
Paul Hogle, Cleveland Institute of Music
Mark Huxsoll, Boyer College of Music and Dance
Corinne Horvath, Richmond Symphony
Denise Kinney, Musicopia and Dancing Classrooms Philly
Susan Lape, Chicago Youth Symphony Orchestras
Najean Lee, League of American Orchestras
Kimberly Kraft McLemore, Nashville Symphony
Anthony McGill, The Julliard School
Adam Meyer, The Julliard School
Heather Noonan, League of American Orchestras
Jerrod Price, Cleveland Institute of Music
Christina Salgado, The Julliard School
Jaqueline Schmidt, The Julliard School
Jessica Schmidt, League of American Orchestras
Jessica Schmidt, Orchestrate Inclusion
Joe Soucy, The Julliard School
Adrienne Thompson, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
Stanford Thompson, Play On Philly
Najib Wong, Settlement Music School

M I N U T E S
1. Walter Bitner opened the meeting, welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.
2. Stanford Thompson reviewed the purpose of these introductory meetings:
a. Walter brought this group together because the participants are all committed to
providing opportunities for youth musicians of color to have the musical foundation
necessary to become professional musicians.
b. We would like to harness opportunities as a collective that may not be available to
our groups individually.
c. The Mellon Foundation has made funds available for intensive college prep training
programs for promising youth musicians of color in Philadelphia, Atlanta, Nashville,
Boston, and Chicago. As long as these programs are successful, Mellon is
committed to growing these funds.
d. Other funders are watching our progress, specifically the Paul M. Angell Foundation.
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3. Review of December 6 Conference Call – Stanford Thompson
a. The group agreed in the December call that creating a formal structure for the
network, articulating shared goals, and solving the most compelling problems facing
our young musicians of color would be the focus of a national pre-college pathway
network.
b. Briefing Paper outline:
i. Ten shared goals as a point of departure for conversation
ii. Fundamental building blocks of an association
iii. Steps we can take to ensure transparency and inclusion of different
perspectives throughout the planning phase
c. Questions that emerged from our December 6, 2018 call:
i. Pros and cons of doing this work under the umbrella of an established
organization.
ii. How might we leverage existing organizational and programmatic
efficiencies?
iii. How might we avoid duplication of efforts in order to propel our collective
work?
iv. How can our post-secondary friends support this network and our youth
musicians?
v. How can we ensure that the collective allows each member to continue to
pursue their own agenda?
vi. Stanford agrees with Charlie Grode’s comment in December: “Let’s go
through the process and have it play itself out. Let’s not be dissuaded by the
daunting nature of the work.”
4. Next Steps:
a. Big Picture: Agreement on case for founding a network – Completed December
2018
b. Propose a path forward – Completed January 2019
c. Clarity of purpose and goals – To be addressed at SphinxConnect February 2019
d. Discussion with conservatory leaders and potential funders – ASO Symposium in
Atlanta February 2019
e. Series of conference calls to address all questions/concerns – Could take 2-3 months
– March-May 2019
f. 2-3 day drafting convention to create organization by-laws (mission/vision/values);
ratification of membership; question of dues; determine process by which members
vote to ratify the by-laws, elect board members and board composition
g. Network implementation – hiring staff, raising money, beginning to serve the
members
h. This could easily take 6-10 months but funding would speed the process. Clearly
articulating our plan will go a long way with funders. Mellon has offered to help
fund our convenings. Susan Feder from Mellon will be in Atlanta.
5. Next Steps Document:
a. Development of guiding principles and documents
i. What does success look like?
ii. How do we keep goal of preserving what each group does on the ground?
iii. Do we create two levels of membership?
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•

Core – The group helping youth enter top post-secondary music
programs.
• Auxiliary – Groups contributing through their own mission.
iv. Though our unique organizations might have other goals we will need to
preserve Mellon’s mission to help students of color enter post-secondary
music schools. This group will need to define what we are doing.
b. Creating draft principles and documents
c. Developing by-laws – By-laws will define how we govern i.e. board membership,
dues, committees, budget etc.
d. Vetting draft by-laws – Transparency will be critical at this stage.
e. Develop initial operating plan – Location (base for operating), staffing, budget,
workplan
f. Vetting of operational plan
g. Begin doing the work and getting organizations to commit
h. Paul Hogle commented that seven independent conservatories are having this
conversation. Multiple concepts are in the pipeline. He is willing to be a part of any
group making progress. Six of the seven had a very positive meeting in Philadelphia
in October.
i. Adam Meyer shared that this topic has been on Julliard’s docket for some time.
Julliard is very eager to participate. We are thinking both internally and externally.
j. A proposal will be discussed in Atlanta based on input from institutions such as
Curtis, Cleveland, Rice and Peabody.
6. Discussion:
a. Network Implementation Working Group (small working group)
i. The group will contain individuals to help us through all the steps.
ii. Perhaps we wait until after Detroit and Atlanta to check interest/capacity.
iii. We would be sure to collect minutes and distribute to the larger group, as
well as, storing all information in one shared document.
iv. We would be sure to be inclusive for voting issues.
v. Walter asked why we should wait. If you start doing something important
the money will appear. We should start moving forward.
vi. Stanford responded that we could form a group in the next 4-5 weeks
depending on people’s capacity.
vii. Walter commented that we could decide in Detroit and Atlanta what the
work load would look like. We don’t need to form a group right now but
can keep moving forward.
viii. Stanford asked the group to email Walter and himself by next week if they
are interested and we will begin having conversations about work load before
we commit.
ix. We should devote time in Detroit to discussing the working group. Stanford
agreed that we should set aside this time in addition to the two hour meeting.
b. What would it look like to work under the umbrella of an established organization?
i. Stanford commented that in the past Carnegie Hall has shown interest, as
well as, Sphinx and Gateway. There have been talks with major
conservatories perhaps even groups around this table.
ii. This would require the organization to own the success or failure of the
mission, as well as, the issues and challenges.
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.

k.
l.

m.
n.

iii. Mark Huxsoll asked if we have had any conversations with leadership of the
National Guild (Adam Johnston) about building a network. Would that be
helpful? Stanford responded that we have not yet, but this is a great idea and
perhaps a task for the working group.
Aimee Halbruner (Richmond Symphony) would like to explore network building vs
local work and the value of sharing resources with each other, enabling us to work
better and faster because of all the organizations involved. Phil Bravo in LA agrees.
Adrienne Thompson commented that this work is multi-faceted. We need to make
certain that we’re creating a network that serves the goals of the collective in multiple
ways with the main goal in mind.
Stanford commented that funding will be important. It will be better to have a main
funder rather than have the members fund the initiative. Funding will also allow us
to hire administrative help.
Najib Wong commented that PMAY is happy to continue sharing information with
Aimee that can help her with her work.
Paul Hogle described a similar experience with the National Orchestra where no one
particular orchestra could afford the full investment. They took a tiered approach.
They used an existing part time staffer and bought the rest of the time to help
address admin needs. Without someone driving this process we won’t see the
progress we want.
Mark Huxsoll commented that the more conversation we have around this the more
convincing we will be to funders. A unified approach, speaking to the need, will help
attract the ears of organizations with power.
Paul Hogle commented that the greatest magnet we will have is success. People want
to be part of something with real, measurable goals. We may fail but let’s fail fast.
Stanford commented that he is confident that we have a funder in the Angell
Foundation who is interested. He is hopeful that we will unlock some resources
soon. The implementation plan will help us build contingencies if funding is not
clear up front.
Stanford asked that the group please email Walter and himself if anyone is interested
in the working group or know of a host organization so we can explore that avenue.
Walter shared that the next conversation will take place in Detroit. He thanked the
League for the conference call technology. We will talk about incorporating the
working group into our time in Detroit and will communicate the goal for Detroit to
the group.
Walter asked the group to think about a name for the network and bring ideas to
Detroit.
Walter hopes to see everyone in Nashville the first week of June for the League
Conference.
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Pre-College Pipeline Programs Network Meeting
Thursday, January 31, 2019
Westin Book Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, MI
Founders Room A&B
3:30-5:30pm

In Attendance:
Rory Baker, Interlochen Center for the Arts
Tammie Belton, Cleveland Institute of Music
Walter Bitner, Nashville Symphony
Pam Blaine, Houston Symphony
Joanna Borowski, New Jersey Symphony
Orchestra
Margarita Borrero, Pontifical Catholic University
of Puerto Rico
Marquise, Bradley
Phil Bravo, LA Phil
Yoluanda Brown, Mississippi Youth Symphony
Orchestra
Javier Cabellero, From The Top
Josie Campbell
Dan Coleman, Cleveland Institute of Music
Hector Colon, Pontifical Catholic University of
Puerto Rico
Joseph Conyers, Project 440
Chloe Cooper
Angelica Cortez, LA Phil
Karen Cueva, Carnegie Hall
Trey Devey, Interlochen Center for the Arts
Charles Dickerson, Inner City Youth Orchestra of
Los Angeles
Angie Dunell, INTEMPO
Carol Dunevant, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Helen Eaton, Settlement Music School
Susan Feder, Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Cassidy Fitzpatrick, New World Symphony
Tehvon Fowler-Chapman, Wolf Trap
Tanika Gonzales, Unaffiliated
Ara Guzelimian, The Juilliard School
Aimee Halbruner, Richmond Symphony
Deron Hall, Boston Symphony Orchestra
Fadwa Hayes, The Juilliard School
Paul Hogle, Cleveland Institute of Music
Jeanetta Hopkins, Bull City Music School
Stephanie Hsu, Yakima Music en Acción
Jenny Humphrey, Yakima Music en Acción
Kevin James, American Composers Orchestra
Frank Jenkins, Austin Symphony

Jin-Kyung Joen, Project STEP
Jacqueline Jove, The Sphinx Organization
Beth Kellar-Long, Minnesota Orchestra
John Kilkenny, Sewanee Summer Music Festival
Kimberly Kraft McLemore, Nashville Symphony
Susan Lape, Chicago Youth Symphony Orchestras
Alyssa Lee, Project STEP
Lucy Lewis, California State University, San
Bernardino
Belmary Lorcas, Curtis Institute of Music
Marla Majett, Unaffiliated
Emily Master, Independent Consultant
Adam Meyer, The Juilliard School
Jazmin Morales, Colburn School
Emily Nelson, Houston Symphony
Chi-chi Nwanoku, Chineke! Foundation
Alexis Ortiz, Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Carolina Pons
Jason Posnock, Brevard Music Center
Jerrod Price, Cleveland Institute of Music
Clara Prinston
Alex Pualani, Yakima Music en Acción
Hilary Respass, Boston University
Kathryn Rudolph, Boston Youth Symphony
Orchestra
Annie Sarachan, Curtis Institute of Music
Mary Simoni, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Elizabeth Steiner, The Lyra Society
Christine Taylor Conda, Ravinia
Caen Thomason-Redus, Detroit Symphony
Orchestra
Adrienne Thompson, Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra
Stanford Thompson, Play On Philly
Monique Van Willingh, Longy School of Music of
Bard College
Hilary Ward, Sewanee Summer Music Festival
Najib Wong, Settlement Music School
Katie Wyatt, El Sistema USA
Karen Yair, League of American Orchestras
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M I N U T E S

1. Walter Bitner: Welcome & Introductions
2. Walter: Background of Accelerando program and desire to build DEI PPP Network.
3. Stanford Thompson: Further discussed the need for the network and the justifications for
the collected organization (outlined 10 points in previous list discussed in calls/network emails)
4. Suggested a process be put in place for how we are governed, managed, and how decisions
are made as we go out to seek funds. Expressed need for mission and vision statements to
be crafted.
5. What is our vision for collective action? We will convene in Atlanta again next weekend
(2/8-2/10) and continue conversation and outline actions steps.
6. Previously established work group will be tasked with moving the work forward and drafting
final documents and decisions.
7. Walter: Introduction to first small-group discussion.
a. Stanford: Breaks room up into working groups.
b. Small Group Discussion:
c. Topic 1: What do you hope, and what does your organization or program hope to
gain from participating in this network?
i. All Groups: Discussion
ii. All Groups: Report Out/Large Group Discussion:
iii. “Want we want”
• Access resources and knowledge of other network members
• Provide resources for precollege programs
• Database of students
• Advocacy
• Training and evaluation
• Dialogue with alumni
• Transition out of pipeline
• Bridge gap K-12 -> college ->
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open communication and sharing of resources
Keep naysayers away
Modeling successful programs
Recognize unique contributions of network members
Talent ID for teachers, staff, conductors (provide resources)
Include composers and harpists
Uplift each other
Create buy-in everywhere
DIY guide
Student mentoring and peer-to-peer networking
Benchmarking success
Acknowledge success of students
Dealing with the fear of those who may not understand our goals or
feel shut out
Helping all stakeholders know the obstacles and opportunities
students and families face. “People don’t know what they don’t
know.”

d. Stanford: Suggest a need for standard benchmark list. How do we set up a DIY
guide? What is the measurement?
e. John Kilkenny: Voiced need for educating parents and families.
f. Adrienne Thompson: In looking at student successes, we can’t measure success until
the end is reached.
g. Stanford: Opened floor for thoughts on this topic.
h. Cassidy Fitzpatrick: Expressed need for evaluations so this can be done internally
i.

Stanford: Uplifting others in the network, and creating buy-in for those out of the
network. Advocacy- acknowledging students and programs. (broader than ourselves)

j.

Walter: heighten visibility to all programs doing this work and allow affiliations and
make the impact of this work greater in the field.

8. Walter: Introduction into second small group discussion
a. Topic 2: Draft Vision and Mission statements for network.
i. All Groups: Small group discussion
ii. All: Small Group Report Out/ Large Group Discussion:
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iii. Draft Vision and Mission Statements
Group 1
Vision: Aspire to meet a higher level of freedom and representation within
the professional classical music world, through precollege and educational
programs.
(no Mission)
Group 2
Vision: We envision a world where every young artist, regardless of
age/ethnicity, age, gender, socio-economic or geographic background, who
want access to an excellent education in the arts is given the opportunity to
pursue it.
Mission: Create a dialogue, leverage resources, and create actionable
pathways to increase diversity on classical music to accurately represent the
diversity of our nation.
Group 3
Vision: A classical music environment disrupted and dismantled of systemic
racism.
Mission: To empower young classical musicians of color on a national level
in their pursuit of musical excellence and professional opportunities.
Group 4
Vision: Transforming the field of classical music to reflect the diversity
within the community it serves.
Mission: Leveraging collective knowledge, collaboration, and advocacy to
create equitable opportunities for all in the field of classical music.
Group 5
Vision: Diversify the future of classical music.
Mission: Acknowledge the exclusionary roots of the field in order to
effectively discuss pathways and hold each other (and the field) accountable.
Group 6
Vision: An alliance of organizations seeking to advance equity and
opportunity for classical music students from underrepresented communities.
Mission: Sharing knowledge and resources to build infrastructure and
organizational learning for the benefit of our students.
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Group 7
Vision: Illuminating an equitable path to the arts, Inclusive of students from
rural areas.
(no Mission)
Group 8
Vision: Build a student-centric, purposeful ecosystem that significantly
increases DEI in our field.
Mission: Develop a common language and understanding that prompts
action to build DEI in classical music.
WB
Vision: The (as yet unnamed) network is a national association of
organizations committed to furthering equity for young classical musicians
from underrepresented ethnicities at every stage of preparation for their
professional careers.
9. Walter: Mentioned the need to name the network. Can be discussed via e-mail. Please e-mail
Walter with suggestions.
10. Stanford: Closing. See everyone in Atlanta. - What’s Next/To Dos
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Participant List
Institutions

Name

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Atlanta Music Project
Boston University Tanglewood Institute
Carnegie Hall - Weill Music Institute
Challenge The Stats
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Cleveland Institute of Music
Cleveland Institute of Music
Cleveland Institute of Music
Curtis Institute Of Music
Curtis Institute Of Music
Curtis Institute Of Music
Independent Consultant
Jewel's Music Studio
League of American Orchestras
Los Angeles Philharmonic Association
Majett Music Studio
Manhattan School of Music
Majett Music Studio
Merit School of Music
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra
Nashville Symphony
Nashville Symphony
New England Conservatory
New England Conservatory
New World Symphony
Peabody Institute / John Hopkins Univ
Peabody Preparatory, Peabody Institute
Phoenix Symphony
Play On Philly
PMAY Artists' Initiative (Settlement Music School)
Rice University - Shepherd School of Music
Sewanee Summer Music Festival
Sphinx Organization
The Dream Unfinished
The Harmony Project
The Harmony Project
The Juilliard School
The Juilliard School
The Juilliard School

Susan Feder
Alexis Ortiz
Dantes Rameau
Hilary Respass
Angelica Tran
Angelica Hairston
Ahmad Mayes
Carol Dunevant
Paul Hogle
Tammie Belton
Jerrod Price
Lawrence Bomback
Nicholas Lewis
Lourdes Starr Demers
Shea Scruggs
Yulmarys Zambrano
Jesse Rosen
Elsje Kibler-Vermaas
Marla Majett
Amy Anderson
Alexa Smith
Charles Grode
Weston Sprott
Kimberly McLemore
Walter Bitner
Tom Novak
Rebecca Bogers
Cassidy Fitzpatrick
Towsend Plant
Maria Mathieson
Alex Laing
Stanford Thompson
Najib Wong
Geoffrey Scott
Hilary Dow Ward
Jacqueline Jove
Eun Lee
Myka Miller
Natalie Jackson
Christina Salgado
Kathleen Tesar
Adam Meyer
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